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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we first introduce the use of Gaussian

mixture models (GMM) for Chinese tone classification

in continuous speech. Then, we explain how to integrate

it with the HMM-based speech recognition system.

Finally, we provide the tone classification accuracy of

this probabilistic method which is tested with Chinese

continuous speech database of national “863” project.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chinese language is a tonal language. Each Chinese

character is a monosyllabic lexicon. There are totally 408

syllable sounds if the tones are ignored. But if different

tones are distinguished, there will be almost 1300 sounds.

Same syllable with different tones will have distinct

meanings. Therefore, tone classification plays an

important role in Chinese speech recognition.

There are four tones in Chinese isolated syllables.

Several studies on tone recognition for isolated syllable

have been conducted in the past few years. HMM had

been applied for recognizing four tones by Chen et al.

[1]. Vector quantization and HMM had been combined

and used in four-tone recognition by Yang et al. [2].

Neural network was used in four-tone recognition by

Lim et al. [3]. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) had been

applied on four-tone recognition by Chang et al. [4].

Fuzzy Sets theory had been applied on four-tone

recognition by Xu et al. [5].

But in continuous Chinese speech, the variety of tones

can’t be classified just to four types. At least, a “zero-

tone” must be introduced to represent one other kind of

tone, while speaker speaks gently and quickly, in one

sentence. In general, the shape of pitch contour is the

basic rule of classification. The same tone pronunciation

has the similar shape. To distill the pitch exactly from the

continuous speech has been described as the “hardy

perennial” among speech-processing problems. To

categorize the pitch contour to right tone class is also

complicated, especially in continuous speech. This may

be the main reason that most continuous speech

recognition systems don’t explicitly utilize the tone

information in their language processing part.

The method presented here is based on the Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) which has been successfully

applied to both speaker identification [6] and language

identification [7]. To our best knowledge, it is the first

attempt to use GMM in the field of Chinese tone

classification.

Section II will describe the detail about our Gaussian

Mixture Tone Models (GMTM). Section III presents the

application of GMTM technique for tone classification

of Chinese continuous speech. The experiment result

will be shown in section IV. The conclusion is finally

given in section V.

II. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE TONE MODEL

A. Normalize Pitch Sequence

Let T0 denotes the sequence of raw pitch period for

one syllable. Since the length of the sequence may be

different due to the arbitrary utterance length, T0 must be

normalized to fix length before being used for building

GMTM of each tone. If the original pitch period

sequence length is K and to be normalized to length D,

then the normalized pitch period sequence T0’ has
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wherein Ceil(x) rounds the elements of x to the nearest

integers towards infinity, Floor(x) rounds the elements of

x to the nearest integers towards minus infinity. W(k) is a

triangle window, whose length varies with different i, but

the summation of its coefficients is always assured to be

1. D is appointed to 16 since 16 points are enough for

describing the pitch contour of each tone.

B. Build GMTMs

Under the GMM assumption, each feature vector X is

assumed to be drawn randomly according to a

probability density that is a weighted sum of multi-

variate Gaussian densities:
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wherein λ  is the set of model parameters, λ ={ wi ,µ i ,Σ i }.

M is the order of the GMM. wi are the mixture weights

and they satisfy the constraint that Wi
i

M
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1 . bi(X) are

the multi-variate Gaussian densities defined by the

means µ i and variances Σ i.

For each tone, two GMTMs are created: one for the

normalized pitch vectors T0, {X} and one for the pitch

difference vectors ∆T0, {Y}.

There are several techniques available for estimating

the parameters of a GMM [8]. Here we use multiple

iterations of the estimate-maximize (EM) algorithm for

parameter estimation [9]. The initial estimates for mean

vectors µ i of GMTMs are random selected means

followed by a single iteration k-means clustering [11] on

whole train data. Initial variances Σ i are identity matrix,

and equal initial mixture weights are used. The iteration

stops when the relative improvement of the model output

probability is less than 0.01.

While training a GMTM, it has been observed that

variance elements can become quite small value. This is

particularly true for a large mixture order. These small

variances produce a singularity in the model’s likelihood

function and can degrade classification performance. To

avoid these singularities, a variance limiting constraint is

applied. For an arbitrary element of mixture component

variance, the minimum value is set to 0.01. This

constrained version of EM algorithm has been shown to

provide more robust parameter estimates than the

unconstrained version [8][10].

C. GMTM Classification

For tone classification in Chinese continuous speech,

five tones are represented by GMTMs {0T
kλ , 0T

k
∆λ ,

k=1,2,3,4,5 }. Obviously, if for isolated Chinese syllable

tone recognition, only 4 GMTMs need to be built not 5.

The log likelihood for one tone is defined as
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So the objective is to find the tone model â, which has

the maximum a posteriori probability for a given

sequence, where
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From above description, we can see both the training

procedure and the recognizing process of Gaussian

Mixture Tone Model are very simple. The GMTM we

introduced here has the following characteristic: It needs

no artificial thresholds to distinguish the pitch trends of

different tones. So there is no limitation that it can be

only applied for Chinese speech. It can be used as a

common tone recognition method for any tonal language,

only if this tonal language has fix number of tone modes.

III. TONE CLASSIFICATION FOR CHINESE

CONTINUOUS SPEECH

Most continuous speech recognition systems for

spoken Chinese do not provide tone classification

information at their acoustic model level output. To

archive the final recognition result of the whole sentence,

they only depend on the language model. Although this

kind of systems performs quite well, we think it needs to

be improved further.

As one of three essential factors in Chinese phonology,

tone information is an essential source for correctly

understanding the meaning of the sentence. By

introducing the tone classification information into the

speech recognition system, not only the complication

inducted to the language processing part can be reduced,

but also some kinds of illegal errors produced by the

acoustic model part can be corrected. So we believe that

tone recognition will play an important role in the final

Chinese speech recognition system, especially in its



speech understanding part. This is also the motivation of

our being interested in tone classification for Chinese

continuous speech.

In this section, we suggest a new way, which can be

easily combined with most popular recognition systems

nowadays, i.e. HMM-based ASR system, to provide

further tone information besides the common recognition

result of the phone-like unit (PLU).

Chinese syllable is made up of initial part and final

part. Almost all Chinese speech recognition systems are

initial-final structural based system. Tone information

only exists in the final part (voiced part). Therefore, it is

not necessary to extract pitch period for whole sentence,

only those voiced parts of the sentence need to be

extracted, and then classified to the different tones.

Generally, when the HMM-based recognition system

finishes its acoustic model matching, it can also provide

a segmentation path of the phone-like units for one

sentence. As for Chinese speech recognition system, this

path usually gives the initial-final segmentations. Upon

this segmentation path, the pitch extraction process can

be applied only on those voiced units to get their pitch

contours. Here, for example, pitch extraction is based on

the de-emphasized LPC residual signal, which can be

easily obtained from the feature vectors if LPC-CEP

feature is used by the recognition system. Once the pitch

sequence of the final part is obtained, GMTM is

introduced into the tone classification procedure as

described in section II. Thus, the initial part recognition

result, final part recognition result and its corresponding

tone category can be available at the same time. All the

information can be utilized in the language processing

part of the continuous speech recognition system. Since

the tone classification result is given in probability, it can

be easily combined with the PLU recognition result in

the language model. This will benefit for the speech

understanding process in ASR system.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments have been done based on the Chinese

continuous speech database of national “863” project

(data of male speaker “M00” were used). The speech

recognition system is a baseline system for Chinese

continuous speech recognition in speaker-independent

mode. The top-one PLU accuracy of this system is above

60%, with almost 10% insertion errors and 3% deletion

errors. Since any incompleteness of PLU segmentation

will make wrong pitch sequence or even fail to extract

the pitch of this PLU, the amount of insertion errors and

deletion errors directly reflects the effect on the time-

domain segmentation by recognition system, and further

impacts the final result of tone classification. Pitch

extraction method used here is called Area Difference

Function method, and it will bring almost 8% pitch

extraction error into the final result [12].

Tone Duration Probability

According to Chinese phonetics, the duration of

different tones may have little difference. To improve the

accuracy of tone classification, tone duration probability

is introduced as follow:
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where N is a normal density with mean �and variance

�
�, and�D is a weighting factor on tone duration. dt is

the segmentation duration where the pitch vector X

extracted from.

Figure I   Classification Result of Each Tone
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Figure II  Overall Classification Result
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Figure I shows that tone duration probability has the

different influence on different tones. Tone 0, i.e. “zero-

tone” in continuous speech, and tone 3 have the distinct

improvement while other three tones have no regular

rule in their result. Figure II shows that introducing of

the tone duration makes the overall tone classification

accuracy improve about 4% on the best situation while

�D equals to 3. The result also shows that tone 3 has the

lowest accuracy while tone 1 owns the highest. This

result just accord with the tone sandhi rule in Chinese

phonetics. Tone 3 has the most complicated rules of

inflection in Chinese language [13], especially in

continuous speech, whereas tone 1 has a relatively little

number of modified tones. So the classification accuracy

curves of tone 1 and tone 3 have a distinct distance with

other three tones in figure I.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper provides a new attempt on how to obtain

the tone classification information for a tonal language

and a way of combining it with the popular speech

recognition system. Although the top-one tone

recognition result is just above 60% in our baseline

system now, it shows the advantage of feasibility to be

integrated with ASR system. And not only can it be

applied in Chinese language, but also it can be used as a

common tone recognition method for any tonal language,

since most tonal languages in the world have the fix

number of tone modes for themselves. Further study is

worthy of being done on this topic. We believe that there

will be various prospective usage of tone information

that can be applied into the continuous speech

recognition system for tonal language in the near future.
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